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Her Mountain Family [Menage Mountain 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) May 14 2021 Her Mountain
Family [Siren Menage Everlasting: Contemporary Menage a Trois Romance, MFM, HEA] All Margo ever wanted
was a family of her own, but can she risk her dream on two men instead of one? Web and Sam think they are
the answer to her dream and are out to prove it. Can love include three people without jealousy rearing its
ugly head, and can she love more than one man at a time? After having failed at dating one man in the last
few years she wonders if dating two will be just as disastrous. Men seem hell-bent on only one thing, sex.
Was that all love was about these days? She doesn't get that feeling from Sam and Web. Margo agrees to
give it a try despite her doubts that it will work out. The men are adamant that it will if she will only give it
and them a chance. Imagine her surprise when they prove that love conquers all.
Taking Her Cowboy Doms [Pleasure, Texas 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Oct 07 2020 [Siren
Menage Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, spanking, sex toys,
HEA] After nixing college, Jilly Miller and her sister Molly drive to Pleasure, Texas hoping to land jobs as
waitresses and submissives at the BDSM club at Pleasure Ranch. They'd love to find Doms of their own, but
when they find out The Club at Pleasure Ranch has been torched, their dreams go up in smoke. Cousins Mike
and Alex Triston want to share a submissive, but haven't found the right girl. That is, until they see Jilly. Even
though she's covered in chicken feathers, they know she's the one. Sexual chemistry explodes and, before
either of them realize what's really going on, Jilly's spending all her time at the Triston ranch, knee-deep in
learning how to be a good submissive. Jilly's riding high, but what about her sister's happiness? Will Molly
find Doms of her own? And what happens when their worlds are blown apart? Will Jilly take what she wants
even if it hurts her sister? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Alpha Province: Precious Angel (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jan 22 2022 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Quatre Paranormal Romance, shape-shifter, M/F/M/M, HEA] Kenzie Howard is
devastated when her abusive father sells her to a pimp for money, but when she hears the plans for her,
she's terrified. She manages to escape by stealing a car, but doesn't get far before the pain of being used as
a punching bag gets too much. Jayson Cannon is horrified at finding his mate unconscious, bruised, and
battered in a car on the side of the road just outside of Ambrose, North Dakota. He calls in the doc and his
brothers, Jordan and Jenson, to help him get their mate back to his home. The three brothers are worried
about how they're going to explain to their mate that they're panther shifters, but that ends up being the
least of their concerns when they have to claim their mate to save her life. Just when their relationship is
strengthening, danger comes to Ambrose and Kenzie goes missing. Jayson, Jenson, and Jordan hope they
aren't going to be too late to rescue the love of their lives. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Made Men 9: Ingredients to Love (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Sep 17 2021 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Menage Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M/M, HEA] Alessa may be a superb pastry chef, but
she knows nothing about the ingredients to love. A dash of lust, a pinch of danger, and a troubled concoction
can lead her to happiness or disaster. Along the way, Alessa learns that playing it safe, insisting on planning
things out, and only judging a book by its cover may not be the best ways to achieve her dreams or end her
negative streak of abusive men looking to control her and break her heart. She has a dream, a motivation,
and the last thing she needs are four lust-filled made men setting their minds on making her their woman,
commitment or not. She wants more, and it's at her weakest moment that she lets down her guard and takes
a chance that will surely change her life forever. Perhaps it will bring her closer to making her dream of
owning her own pastry shop a reality--and closer to finally figuring out what true love is all about. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
Soldiers of Pearl 6: A Touch of Fear (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Sep 25 2019 [Siren Menage

Everlasting: Erotic Menage Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M/M, HEA] Maggie is finally starting to feel safe from
the sinister secrets of her past as she settles into the town of Pearl. However, her doubts still keep a touch
of fear alive, and she can't allow herself to open up her heart and fall in love. She wants to finally let her
guard down after she meets Breaker, Stack, Logan, and Bandit-gorgeous, protective American Soldiers. They
want to love her forever, but she isn't sure she's ready to be that vulnerable just yet. Then a dark part of her
previous life finds her again, she'll have to move past the fear and let her lovers change her forever.
Otherwise, she could lose them as well as her life. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Hearts on Fire 6: Healing Sophia (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jun 22 2019 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Menage Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M/M, light spanking, HEA] Sophia is in hiding in
Treasure Town. She's scarred physically, mentally and emotionally and it takes time for her to open up and
trust even making a friend. After everything her ex has put her through-as well as the feds not being able to
protect her-she truly fights against letting her guard down for four Navy SEALs trying to get into her heart.
But they are persistent, damn sexy and determined. How could she not fall in love with them? They are
patient and understanding as they help her to heal. Just as it seems her new life is perfect and she's wellprotected, her ex sends men to find her, to kill her new lovers and to take her away. She thinks her SEALs
are dead, but just as she fights for her life and is ready to die, she finds out that her Navy SEALs will do
anything for her love and that there is nothing stronger then the burning love of five hearts on fire. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Violet's Protectors [Beyond the Veil 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Sep 05 2020 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Futuristic Paranormal Sci-Fi Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Violet King has only
had two major goals in her life, keep from being killed from those who want her throne, and avoid her mates
at all costs. The first is easily achievable, the second is heartbreaking and will leave her to forever walk the
Realms alone. There is a problem, though. If she never meets her mates than an entire Race will die out.
Given a task by their new king to bring a friend to the throne home, Viper and Ladon never expected to find
their mate at the same time. With trouble coming for her there is only one option, do whatever is necessary
to get her beyond the Veil to safety. What comes after will forever alter everyone, and everything-forever. A
prophecy speaking of death is now in play, turmoil between Earth and the Realms has reached an all-new
level, and time is beginning to run out for them all. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Forever Strings [Uniformed and Smoking Hot 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Feb 29 2020 [Siren
Menage Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Officer Ripley Paxton has been betrayed by
love too many times, but solitary life has gotten lonely. When she meets Xander, she makes it clear she's
looking for a good time and no strings. Then she meets Flynn and finds herself having that good-time-nostrings fun with both men...until the strings start to form, a threat makes itself known, and the only place
she can turn is into Xander and Flynn's loving, protective arms. Fire Captain Flynn Martelli has enough on his
plate without adding a woman to the mix, but the sexy, vivacious Ripley is too irresistible to push aside.
Firefighter Xander Wayland knows Ripley is the woman for him. The gorgeous vixen isn't looking for longterm. Neither is he. His heart has different plans. When he discovers Ripley has been having fun with Flynn,
too, he's okay with that. So is Flynn. But neither man is okay with the threat that's out to take her away from
them forever. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Our Bon Jul 04 2020 [Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, with M/M, light consensual
BDSM, sex toys, HEA] Bonita Marshall has secretly fantasised about her gorgeous neighbours, Ash and Caleb,
for months. Since they are together, her dreams are futile and Bonita moves on with a new boyfriend.
Enrique Rodriguez quickly turns out to be manipulative and nasty. Enrique threatens to release footage of
her mother he managed to record, and Bonita pays the blackmail money he demands. Ash Jayara and Caleb
Williams entertain ideas about claiming Bonita as their own and regret not approaching her before she met
Enrique. The boys suspect something is wrong with Bonita and Enrique's relationship and investigate. They
fall afoul of him, suffering the consequences of his increasingly unstable mind. Together they embark on
helping Bonita extricate herself from her nefarious boyfriend. Will they be able to help Bonita before Enrique
loses it completely? Will they be able to convince her that they are serious about wanting a relationship with
her? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Appassionato (Siren Publishing Menage Amour) Jul 16 2021 [Menage Amour: Erotic Paranormal Menage a
Trois Romance, M/M/F] When Emma dreams about super-famous rockstar Duncan and his friend Jake, it never
occurs to her they might be dreaming, too. About her. Everyone knows dreams aren't real, but what will
happen when the trio's shared visions develop into a passion that can't be denied? When reports of a new
"bonding" phenomenon surface, Duncan and Jake finally realize why they feel so connected to the sweet highschool librarian they've never met. The headaches and dreams suddenly make sense, but it isn't until they
meet Emma face-to-face that instinct takes over, and passion binds their minds and bodies into a link that
can't be broken. Then, just as the happy ending Emma always hoped for seems possible, a hostage crisis and
a series of kidnappings threatens everything. Can the trio unravel the conspiracy in time to protect the
future of their bond? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
BATTLEFIELD Nov 27 2019 [Siren MEnage Everlasting: Erotic MEnage Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M/M, HEA]

Winding up in Repose, Texas is the best wrong turn Brooklyn ever made in her life. She's had it tough, and
never could rely on any man after a tragic childhood and nearly ending up in jail from lies her ex created to
make her take the fall for his crimes. She fought to survive yet another man's desire to hurt her and pursues
her own dreams far, far away. Brooklyn's new business venture, the Filling Station, is becoming a gold mine
in Repose. She's ready to expand to accommodate her adoring customers, but one of the head board
members in town won't give his approval. That is, until he and his brothers meet her in person and realize
she could be the woman to fill their empty hearts. Only thing is, Brooklyn isn't accepting the town rules, nor
has she learned to let go of the past or the harm she thinks all men are capable of. The Cartwright brothers
just might have to prove to her how different they really are and how the power of a mEnage can heal old
wounds, even the deep ones. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Soaring Free [Club of Dominance 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Aug 29 2022 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, HEA] Joni Meeks has only ever
known betrayal at the hands of men. She has so much pain and grief inside her she never wants another
relationship with a man. Gabe Solar, Nicholas Flange, and Thomas Quentin know Joni is the woman they've
been waiting for, but when she runs, they think she is lost to them forever. Fate steps in and she ends up
working for them. Little by little they begin to break down the walls surrounding her heart to get to pain
buried deep down inside of her. There is trouble in the shadows and none of them know where it's coming
from. The three Doms want Joni by their side so they can protect her, but Joni is adamant to keep them at an
arm's length. But she's facing a losing battle against three experienced Doms. When Joni comes face to face
with her enemy, will the three men be able to save her in time? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
MENAGE MADE ON MADISON THE FED Apr 24 2022 [MEnage Amour: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi MEnage a Trois
Romance, M/F/M, HEA] For the last sixty years, Parker and Knox Baxx have been in love. Regardless of their
cross-mating, she an Earthling and he a Shuzon, they've managed to create a successful partnership. In both
the bedroom, and the boardroom. Rich beyond their wildest dreams from the hotel resort they've
constructed from scratch on the outskirts of Federation territory, there's only one problem. Shuzons are part
of a twin pair, and they share their mates. Without Rafer, Knox's brother, Parker's Earthling sensibilities are
going haywire. Her body is experiencing a complete system shutdown, and she has only the one option open
to her--to bind herself to Rafer. The trouble is, he's a high-ranking officer in the Fleet, the Federation's
armed wing, which ransacked and destroyed Earth. Secondly, he has enemies of his own. Thirdly, she doesn't
trust him. Loving and being loved by Knox is no longer enough. Can Parker learn to trust Rafer with her
heart, body, and wellbeing before it's too late? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
The Gifted 1: Passions Awakening (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Oct 19 2021 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] The first moment they lay eyes on her
on the deck of the cruise ship Max Tanner and Tony Delvecchio are inexorably drawn to Cheri Ambrose. Born
of The Gifted, humans possessed of incredible magic, Cheri was sent to New York to fulfill an ancient
prophecy, to meet her two destined mates. Cheri doesn't have much hope that Max and Tony will fall in love
with her. She's already seen how a lot of people treat plus-sized women, but she can't help feeling stung
when they think she's put a spell on them to compel their attraction-never mind that it would be in violation
of one of two sacred laws. Two things make Max and Tony rethink their suspicions: they discover they have
magic inside of them, too. And there are two other men of power on the ship-men who are determined to do
whatever it takes to prevent the prophecy from coming true. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
MONKEY SEE MONKEY DO DRUNK MON Aug 05 2020 Monkey See, Monkey Do [Siren MEnage Everlasting:
Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi MEnage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] When failure isn't an option, that's when you
call...the Drunk Monkeys. Dumped and homeless on Thanksgiving, Dr. Leta Gaebel is having her worst day
ever. Why not work another shift at the hospital? It's the only home she has now. When two mysterious
hunks interrupt her desperately needed nap, she's not exactly upset. Then they offer her a chance to help
save the world. Uncle and Zed must steal mission-critical supplies from a nearby hospital. They didn't intend
to meet the exhausted but gorgeous doctor. They certainly didn't expect a sexy proposition from her--and
they damn sure aren't turning her down. One more doctor in their unit and a woman to call their own? Yes,
please! The trio gets assigned to the Atlanta safe house. But when Reverend Silo's mercenaries attack, Leta
is forced to dig deep, not only to save other, but to keep herself alive in the process. Will any of them survive
to see another day? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Roar for Me [lions of Lonesome, Texas 1] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Nov 07 2020 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Quatre Paranormal Romance, shape-shifter, M/F/M/M, HEA] For
years, TJ Bowen and her friend, Julia Roberts ("no relation") have longed to attend the Shifter Days Festival
in Lonesome, Texas. When TJ catches her boss fooling around--yet again--she's ready to keep quiet--yet
again. Still, when her boss offers to pay her way to the festival to get her out of town and away from his
suspicious wife, she jumps at the offer. Werelions, Walker Rogen, and his brothers, Hagan and Maitland, are
ready to give TJ The Allure, the magical scent a werelion breathes on his intended mate to entrance her. At
least, that's the plan. Things are going along well as the festival continues. After TJ sees a real shifter, she's
even more willing to stick around. Especially when she can spend more time with three sexy cowboys. Will TJ

succumb to The Allure? Or will fate step in, destroy their plans, and send her running? ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
A Man's World 2: Detective Shea (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Oct 26 2019 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Quatre Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M, HEA] Lori Shea made detective after only
twelve months of being in the police force and has put up with nasty, disparaging comments from her recent
ex-partner and his best friend, but she has learned to ignore them. She will never let on how much their
nasty comments cut her to the quick and keeps her emotions locked down tight. When she meets her new
partner Ward Stanford and his hunky brothers Colby and Scott, she is shaken by how much she is attracted
to them. But she doesn't have time for anything else because there is a serial killer on the loose, and she has
been chasing him for six long months. However, when she finds herself the target of the psychopath, the
three Stanford men close ranks about her and won't let her leave their sides. The sparks fly between them,
and even though she does her best to keep them at an arm's length, she's fighting a losing battle. And then
she's fighting for her life. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Diane [The Town of Pearl 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Mar 12 2021 [Siren Menage Everlasting:
Erotic Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, HEA] Diane Mercury's love of lingerie and lust for one special
agent and his two military brothers send her on a life-changing journey she never expected. She was bored,
lacking in self-confidence until fate stepped in and gave her a push. Add in getting de-virginized by three
men she's fantasized for nearly a year, and yep, she's feeling like she can accomplish anything. But she's no
secret agent, not a woman of adventure and danger unless in bed, with her men, Drake, Lucas, and Mark
Santos. So when she's asked to be part of a photo shoot in New York the last thing she expects is to be
shoved in the middle of her lover's investigation. She's held at gunpoint, a witness to numerous murders and
some foreign terrorist wants her as a prize in revenge against agent Mark Santos. It will take Mark, his
brothers Drake and Lucas, along with the agency, to keep their woman alive and bring down a monster. ** A
Siren Erotic Romance
Saving Emily (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Aug 17 2021 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic
Consensual BDSM Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, spanking, HEA] Emily is being abused by her
brother Chris Thistle, but he is her only living relative so she hides his abuse. She's been living and working
on the McCade Ranch and pining after her two bosses, Cole and Adam, for six long years, but she doesn't
think the two men see her as anything other than a sister figure. When her brother beats her so bad she
can't get out of bed and Cole and Adam discover what's been going on, they fire her brother and kick him off
their ranch. Cole and Adam have been waiting for Emily to grow up and have known that she is the woman
for them. The two Alpha males plan to keep Emily by their side permanently until she is abducted by a ranch
hand her brother owes money to. Will they rescue her in time? Will she choose to marry one over the other?
Or will they all get what they want? NOTE: This book was previously published at 27,000 words under the
name Becky Wilde with another publisher. This version has been extensively revised and expanded to almost
40,000 words. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Her Mountain Family [Menage Mountain 6] Mar 24 2022 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Contemporary Menage a
Trois Romance, MFM, HEA] All Margo ever wanted was a family of her own, but can she risk her dream on two
men instead of one? Web and Sam think they are the answer to her dream and are out to prove it. Can love
include three people without jealousy rearing its ugly head, and can she love more than one man at a time?
After having failed at dating one man in the last few years she wonders if dating two will be just as
disastrous. Men seem hell-bent on only one thing, sex. Was that all love was about these days? She doesn't
get that feeling from Sam and Web. Margo agrees to give it a try despite her doubts that it will work out. The
men are adamant that it will if she will only give it and them a chance. Imagine her surprise when they prove
that love conquers all. Marla Monroe is a Siren-exclusive author.
Dungeon Play [The Dom's Dungeon 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Dec 09 2020 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, werewolves, whipping,
paddling, fire play, HEA] Adelaide Stuart, receptionist at The Dom's Dungeon BDSM club, longs for two Doms
of her own, but she's terrified of shape-shifters. The only problem is, the men she wants, Doms Wade
Sullivan and Mason Barlow, are werewolves. She purposely got the job there because she's intensely
attracted to the lifestyle. But she also thought since several of the men there were shape-shifters, working
there would help her overcome her fears. So far her plan isn't working. She aches to experience all the
delights of the dungeon. She craves all the CosPlay costumes and wants to dress up and play with her Doms.
But she can't let go of her terror at the thought her delicious Doms might be wolves. Finally she agrees to
perform a CosPlay dungeon scene with Wade and Mason, but when she can't bring herself to sign a contract,
they tell her the rules of the club prevent them from taking the relationship any farther. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
Dual Desire Oct 31 2022 [Menage Amour: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Sexually repressed
and unable to find a man who's patient, giving her time to emerge from her shell, Ivy Tanner finds more than
she bargained for when she takes a job at The Hidden Hills Resort. Twins Reed and Joel Dyer are enamored
from the start when their aunt, June, hires Ivy to manage the front desk. Due to the demands of the tourist

industry, Reed and Joel have only been able to connect briefly with various female guests. With the
possibility of a permanent relationship, Reed and Joel's attitude regarding their future changes drastically.
The night of the resort's annual Halloween party, Ivy is swept off her feet by a masked man. Her partner uses
his anonymity to lead her out, enabling her to abandon her sexual inhibitions. While struggling with the
euphoric aftermath of her encounter, the twins begin their pursuit. Realizing the twins come as a packaged
pair has Ivy reluctantly confessing to her evening of passion. When her masked lover comes forward, will
new relationships be strained or strengthened? Note: There is no sexual relationship or touching for
titillation between or among siblings. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Under Their Covers [Uniformed and Smoking Hot 1] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jul 28 2022 [Siren
Menage Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Former soap star Sydney Owen is looking
to simplify her life, but her first day in Cherish puts her face-to-face with an old crush and a super-hunk sure
to take center stage in her fantasies. Keeping both men isn't an option. But when she discovers the men they
are under their covers, the simplified life she's after bursts into flames. Lieutenant Rhett Cox is known
throughout the CFD as a playboy. A man not looking to settle down, he's used to handling everything from
fires to women with a calm, cool arrogance, but one encounter with Sydney has his internal temperature
rising. Firefighter Carter Devereaux never got over Sydney. Now's she's back and he wants her again. So
does Rhett. Even in a city known for menage relationships, neither are into sharing. Then a fire breaks out,
Sydney is given too much time to think, and the men have to learn to compromise or lose the woman they
love forever. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Magical Redemption [Midnight, New Orleans Style 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jun 26 2022
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] When five college
friends reunite, one night changes their lives forever. Dani O'Brien is an introverted astrophysicist who
spends most of her life staring at the stars and never allowed other people's opinions to dictate her life. Her
four best friends are the closest she has to sisters and their annual gathering to celebrate a friend's life is
one of the highlights of her year. Identical twins Gavin and Maddoc McDryw are Druids with the ability to
influence the energy that every living being emits. They alienated themselves from their clan after allowing a
woman they thought they loved to manipulate them. The brothers can't figure out why they are so drawn to
the quirky human but the longer she's with them the stronger their feelings for her become. But, not
everyone is happy with this burgeoning relationship. As negative forces tear them apart, can they trust in
the magic of love to hold them together? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
A Man's World 1: Savage Construction (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Nov 19 2021 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, public exhibition, HEA] Gypsy Savage has spent the
last five years trying to establish a career in "A Man's World" within the construction industry. It's really hard
to get co-workers to take her seriously, but she has learnt to ignore the disparaging remarks regarding her
femininity, or lack thereof. Leo, Perry, and Ivan Chadwick are drawn to the confident, feisty, sexy Gypsy and
will do everything they can to get themselves firmly entrenched into her heart and bed. But she has a chip on
her shoulder concerning the male gender and keeps pushing them away. The three men are determined to
show Gypsy that the ignorant men she has associated with previously were totally wrong to label her with
malicious nicknames, but getting her to believe is a lot harder than they expected. When she gets hurt and
her life is threatened, the three Chadwick brothers will do anything to keep her safe. But nothing is as it
seems. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Theirs for the Taking (Siren Publishing Menage and More) Feb 08 2021 Theirs for the Taking [MEnage and
More: Erotic MEnage a Trois Romance, M/M/F, with M/M and F/F, bondage, HEA] Eden Stone, owner and CEO
of Stone & Stone Architects, has head-hunted and hired the renowned architect Cody Stretton for his
company. They have their initial meeting one night in one of the town's swanky clubs, where Eden is
immediately attracted to the voluptuous and beautiful bartender, Chelsea, unaware that she is Cody's wife.
The Strettons have been married for ten years and have been looking for a partner to rejuvenate their sex
life, but are wary of the town's sex clubs. When Cody sees the amount of interest Eden is showing in his wife,
he convinces her that Eden is their man, but there is a small problem. Eden is Cody's boss and he knows that
mixing business with pleasure is a risk. However, when Cody reveals their intentions to Eden, he finds the
idea appealing and can't wait to join them, but things take a surprising turn when the three lovers finally get
together in the bedroom. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Unhallowed Redemption [Midnight, New Orleans Style 3] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jun 02 2020
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Consensual BDSM Menage Romance, M/F/M, capture, spanking,
sex toys, HEA] When five college friends reunite, one night changes their lives forever. When Faina Andropov
visits New Orleans with four college friends, it's to honor the death of their friend, Lisette. The five have
never resolved the guilt they feel over Lisette's death, and decide to make a wish at Marie Laveau's tomb on
Halloween. Faina and her friends become separated, and she is kidnapped by demon brothers Alexei and
Konstantin Veselov and held prisoner in their mansion. As she becomes their lover, she learns that Alexei
and Konstantin are bound by a contract with the devil, and she is both their key to freedom, and the love
they must sacrifice to become human again. With the help of a fallen angel, the brothers find a way out of

the contract. But before they can execute it, Faina is attacked by their enemies. Can they rescue her in time,
or will they be forced to make the ultimate choice? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
The Huntsmen [Mischievous Fairy Tales 4] (Siren Publishing Menage Amour) May 26 2022 [Menage Amour:
Erotic Historical Fairy Tale Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, HEA] Locked in a tower, Snow knows that
her very life hangs in the balance. But through more than a little luck she manages to escape the fate the
false Queen has planned and seeks refuge in the forest. Unfortunately her luck only holds for so long before
the Queen's knights are on her trail. After all, if she's allowed to live, the Queen's hold on the kingdom will
crumble. The Queen wishes to hire them but they know better than to fall for the pretty lies from a face that
hides the truly twisted nature within. Dierk, Niklaus, and Baldric are professional Huntsmen for a reason. The
forest is both their home but also their place of business. When things start to go very wrong they know
what they have to do. Find the Princess and keep her safe. What they didn't realize was that they weren't
merely destined to protect her. They were destined for something much more intimate. Note: This book was
previously published with another publisher and has been extensively revised and expanded. ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
The Gifted 2: Passions Aflame (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) May 02 2020 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Ryan and Jeremy Jones have searched
since their teens to understand how, together, they'd been able to make magic happen. As adults they've
created and host a television show, Supernaturals Among Us: Yes or No. On their way to a meeting with a
medium, they end up in a small southern town and encounter Meghan Clark. The moment they see her they
not only want her, they know she holds the answers they crave. One of The Gifted, Meghan was conned
shortly after arriving from the homeland. "Once burned, twice shy" sums her up to a T. Still, she's looking
forward to meeting her forever mates, two men she hopes will love her and accept her as she is. But never in
her wildest dreams would she have cast Ryan and Jeremy in those roles. The men aren't sure they buy that
forever-mate thing, but they sure as hell are determined to keep Meghan safe when two murderous warlocks
target their woman. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Alpha Province Jun 14 2021 [Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic Contemporary Menage a Quatre Paranormal
Romantic Suspense, shape-shifter, werewolves, M/F/M/M, HEA] Tamika Darnel's life has turned upside down.
Her father is suspected of committing suicide after allegedly embezzling funds from the company he'd built
from the ground up. When she feels as if she's being watched and someone breaks into her house, she's
scared. Tami runs from her home town of Las Vegas and ends up in Ambrose, North Dakota. Zayn, Karter,
and Jace Strike know that curvy Tami is their mate, but the wolf shifters are unsure how to go about courting
her. When the women of Ambrose find out that Tamika is a hairdresser, the three brothers, with the help of
the other shifters in town, set up a hair salon for her virtually overnight. Knowing she should be wary of such
a generous gesture, Tami can't help being attracted to the Strike brothers and trusts them more than she
probably should. Danger follows her to Ambrose and when she's kidnapped, she's not sure she'll ever see her
men again. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Cowboy Control [Carnal Cowboys 3] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Feb 20 2022 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, public exhibition, spanking,
whipping, paddling, HEA] Raven Ronnell is a hard-hitting business woman who always closes the deal. Yet
when she comes to Garner, Texas to buy up ranch land for the country's largest shopping mall, she soon
finds out she can't bend every man to her will. Clint and Hale Yager recognize the fiery Raven as a strong
woman. But they know a strong woman often yearns for even stronger men to control her. They plan on
teaching her to take their commands and love it. The Yager men dare her, telling her they can show her real
control. They'll fight her plans for the shopping mall, but what goes on in the bedroom stays in the bedroom.
Can they teach her how real freedom feels? Even after Clint and Hale show her how good being bad can be,
she's dead set on fulfilling her mogul father's orders. If she doesn't push the plans for the mall through,
going against the men she loves, she'll lose everything she's worked for. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Her Tiger Protectors [The Tigers of Texas 2] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jan 10 2021 [Siren
Menage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Cowboy Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, shape-shifters, capture, sex
in partially-shifted form, spanking, food play, HEA] Samantha is running from her abusive ex-husband. She
arrives in Goldclaw with a few dollars and fear in her heart. One man has helped her, but she isn't sure the
man she makes love to in her dreams is even real. With a new job, and sexy Thorsten Goldclaw interested in
her, Samantha's other man disappears from her dreams-only to become part of her reality. Now Sam has two
men in her bed. The two sexy shape-shifters make her erotic dreams come true, and add fantasies of their
own. If Adam and Thor want to keep Samantha and claim her as their breedmate, they have to defeat her
wealthy and influential ex-husband, and stop him reclaiming her. When he turns out to be one of Goldclaw's
hated enemies, that increases the danger, but makes them more determined to free her. They already have
her heart, but they want all of her. For keeps. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Made Men 8: All Or Nothing (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Dec 29 2019 [Siren MEnage Everlasting:
Erotic Menage Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M/M, HEA] Alda wants to be more than just a one-night-stand, but
fighting an attraction to four badass made men might prove to be deadly. She tries to resist their charms and

their lack of communication because they're so tough, commanding, and have reputations to keep. But when
they turn her away after a night of bliss, she's pissed, believes she deserves more, and looks elsewhere.
Their connection is powerful, but other factors affect her judgment--like the two other sexy, wealthy
business men who respect her and pay attention, a business deal in her favor, and choices that become a
game of trusting her heart or her gut, of choosing passion or turning away for something more suitable and
safe. When Royce, Brew, Train, and Logic challenge her to take all or nothing, the risk could end not only her
career but also her life. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Burning Up the Sheets [Uniformed and Blazing Hot 6] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jul 24 2019
[Siren Menage Everlasting: Erotic May-December Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Tasha Ingram spent
a year and a half healing after a nasty divorce turned her life upside down. Now it's time to move on. She
isn't ready to risk love again, but her biological clock is ticking. She desperately wants a child. When smokin'
hot firefighters Shawn McKenzie and Corbin Spencer offer to father one with no strings attached, how can
she refuse? Sure, they're younger than her, but won't that make it easier for them to keep their promise and
walk away in the end? Shawn and Corbin know they're playing with fire when they set their sights on a
coworker's sister, but Tasha is everything they've been looking for in a woman. When they discover what she
wants most, they know they're just the men to give it to her. Their proposition has the three of them burning
up the sheets, but Shawn and Corbin have full intentions of keeping the fire burning outside of the bedroom
forever, too. ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Dominant Force [Clandestine Affairs 4] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Sep 29 2022 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Consensual BDSM Menage a Trois Romantic Suspense, M/F/M, public exhibition, sex toys,
HEA] Anais Harrison's soldier husband is classified as missing in action-training action in the Florida
Everglades. Stonewalled by the military when she asks how that could have happened, Anais turns to the
Clandestine Agency for help. Hunter Griffin and Lewis Kyler, tough ex-special forces commandos, are sent to
help Anais and soon become convinced the military is covering something up. The attraction between them
and Anais is instantaneous, electrifying, making this their most important assignment to date. But their
determination to discover the truth is hampered by their equal determination to awaken Anais's sensuality.
Hunter and Lewis make startling discoveries about Gary Harrison's activities, but they aren't the only people
following his trail, and the stakes could not be higher. Anais recklessly places herself in danger's path to
protect the men she has fallen in love with. Can Hunter and Lewis reach Anais in time to save her... ** A Siren
Erotic Romance
Grease Monkey [Drunk Monkeys 4] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Jan 28 2020 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Futuristic Sci-Fi Menage a Trois Romance, M/F/M, HEA] Riots? Plague? Armageddon?
Child's play for the Drunk Monkeys. Dolce Quinn is a former sniper and military mechanic trying to find and
rescue her friends now that Los Angeles is coming apart at the seams. She teams up with a neighbor and
formulates a plan to avoid the riots and Kite virus, but they still have to escape the city safely. The Drunk
Monkeys have a line on another doctor from The List. When Roscoe and Niner try to rescue the doctor, their
plan almost goes to hell in the face of an oncoming mob until Dolce steps in and saves their bacon. Banding
together, the group takes in Dolce and her neighbor. When a devastating earthquake levels the region, they
must evacuate. Just one little problem-they still have a military mole to take care of. And when you mix a
grease monkey with a couple of Drunk Monkeys, there's a whole lot of shakin' going on. ** A Siren Erotic
Romance
A Fresh Start for Tori [Slick Rock 11] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Apr 12 2021 [Siren Menage
Everlasting: Erotic Cowboy Menage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, public exhibition, HEA] Tori Springer is in
limbo with no job and finally decides to close the lease on her apartment and look up her longtime friend
Felicity Morten. Even though Tori knows about the polyamorous relationships in Slick Rock she isn't
interested in a relationship with any man. That is until she meets Luther, Jeremiah, and Bryant Katz. The
attraction between the four is instant, but Tori's learned not to trust any man and keeps pushing them away.
Luther, Jeremiah, and Bryant think Tori could be their "One" and are determined to court her into their lives
as well as their beds. But it's hard to woo a woman when the men are trying to set up their own ranch and
she and her new business partner are setting up a new shop. Just when they think Tori will become theirs,
unexpected danger is lurking in the wings. Will Tori finally admit her feelings to the three Katz brothers, or
will her stubbornness ruin everything? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
A Menage to Celebrate [Menage Mountain 7] (Siren Publishing Menage Everlasting) Dec 21 2021 A Menage
to Celebrate [Menage Everlasting: Contemporary Menage a Trois Romance, MFM, HEA] Adonna didn't exactly
have a normal lifestyle since she owned an adult toy store, but dating two men seemed a little over the top
to her, right? David and Mitch didn't think so. They wanted a chance to get to know her. Adonna relented and
agreed to date them not expecting it to go anywhere, but found out that they were more than she expected
and couldn't help falling in love with them. They were kind and funny, and sexy as hell. Mitch and David were
serious with wanting to get to know Adonna. They meant to make her theirs. All they had to do was convince
her that they meant business and were in it for keeps. Could they make her understand that sometimes three
people could fall in love and be a perfect family? One to celebrate?

MAKING HER PURR TIGERS OF TWIS Aug 24 2019 [Siren MEnage Everlasting: Erotic Paranormal Cowboy
MEnage a Quatre Romance, M/F/M/M, shape-shifters, HEA] Catherine Alexander is a self-proclaimed, Gucciloving, Tesla-driving, spoiled rich kid. But when her oil tycoon father dies, she's left trying to run his goingbelly-up-fast company. Soon it's too much for her to handle, and she escapes, ending up in rural Texas.
Weretiger brothers Smoke and John Westbrook, along with their cousin Tatum Westbrook, know Catherine's
their intended mate as soon as they see her lying on a hospital gurney. She's already wiped out a fence,
nearly taking out a herd of cows and the rancher along with it. Is she bad news in heels? Or their dream come
true? She's rich and spoiled, qualities they hate, but the connection is too strong to ignore. Catherine's
stunned to find out what the men expect of her. Yet the real stunner is yet to come. They're out to teach her
some manners, but will she stick around long enough to let them? Or will shady dealings with her father's oil
company pull her away for good? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Crossroads 6 Mar 31 2020 [Siren MEnage Everlasting: Erotic MEnage a Quatre Romantic Suspense, M/F/M/M,
HEA] Sacha Smith is out for justice. They killed her partner and half of the undercover team. The rest are
being held hostage and are about to be executed but she escapes with a microchip that can help take down
the terrorists' entire operation. She's running for her life and needs to find someone she can trust to help her
get these things to the United States, but she's injured and stuck in a foreign country with no backup. She
can't trust anyone, not even her commander or her government because this mission was strictly off the
books, unknown to anyone but her team and two other men. So she contacts the only man she knows she can
trust, her brother Franco. She has a feeling she knows who he'll call but she doesn't have time to think about
past emotions and a love triangle gone badly. She needs to survive, and saving the Unites States of America
from another terrorist attack has just become priority number one. When someone she thinks she can trust
tells her that the three men who saved her are really working for the bad guys, it becomes a game of love
undercover. She never expects to lose her heart or to love so deeply, but will she have to lose her life to save
them? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
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